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Animal Locomotion

Feb 8th, 2007
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Photographic study of locomotion began with a bet (1872)

Leland Stanford

"unsupported transit” 
Commissioned to establish whether a galloping 

horse ever has all four feet off the ground 
simultaneously with new photographic 

technology

Eadweard Muybridge 
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Ed weard  Muybrid ge, 1887 us in g a  series  of 50 elect r ica lly 
t r iggered  st ill cam eras a t  0 .022sec int erva l (45fp s )
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z oopra xis cope
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Ed wear d Mu ybrid ge, 1887 us ing a s er ies  of elect rica lly t riggered  still cameras at  0.022sec interval (4 5fps )

Early kin em at ics
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Running Buffalo
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Buffalo
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How do animals move?

Push on external environment, accelerate in other direction (via Newton’s laws)

Vort ices  sh ed  in  wake
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2 x 105 N/m2
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Force–length behavior of a muscle (work loop) 

Positive work

Very little workNegative work

Len gth

Fo
rc

e

i.e. Eccentric contractions 
(walking downhill)
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Variation in muscle function (Dickinson et al., 2000, Science)
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Moving in Air vs. Water

Fdrag = ½ CDS�U2

FLift = ½ CDS�U2

Body mass 
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Wheels in nature: why so few?
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Running: support and swing phases
W = Mg

Support phase Aerial or swing phase

25 %

75 %

(Marsh et al. 2004, Science)
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F = Ma

τ = Iα
rotation

Slender limbs:
Low moment of inertia (I)

Save Mechanical Power
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Limbs as propulsors

GGV

GH

Time

GV

∫ GV dt = W

W

Ground reaction force G 
(Newton’s 3rd law)

Over a series of strides the average vertical force must equal the animals weight
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Limbs as propulsors

Walk

GV

t

GV

t

GV

t

GV

Trot Gallop

W

L R
L R

L R

If U ↑ by ƒ ↑, then GV ↑, �t ↓, Pmech↑
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How to run faster & its 
metabolic cost 

Hutchinson et al. 2006;
Langman et al., 1995,  J. Exp. Biol.   18

Cost of transport (mammals)

 �E = Fr�x

Fr = �E/�x 

Energy 
expended 

Resistive force 

Distance 

Fr = Em 
Energy per meter of 

travel [J/M]

Etr = Fr /M = Em/M

Energy per meter of 
travel [J/kg·M]

Cost of 
transport

 P = Fr·U = ηΓ= bM2/3

Etr = Fr /M = Em/M

Fr= ηΓ/U

Fr/M = ηΓ/UM

/M

Etr = Fr /M = ηΓ/UM

Etr = ηbM2/3 /UM

Etr = cM-1/3/U

(White & Seymour, 2003, 2005
PNAS, JEB)
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Etr = cM-1/3/U

Cost of transport (for marine mammals)

Etr α M-1/3

Speed is invariant of M (50kg →
50tons) for marine mammals

empirically derived
(Sato et al. PRSB, 2006)

(Williams, PRSB, 1999)
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Limbs (bones & muscles) bearing weight: scaling

Bone strength α L2

W = Mg W = Mg

Body mass α L3

Bone X.S. area α L2

Body mass

Bo
ne

 X
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 W

4x 4x

Bigger bodies have limbs that experience 
more stress (F/A)

A α M2/3

W α M1

Muscle strength α L2
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Limbs bearing weight

Stress = Mg/A

Nearly Isometric 
limb scaling

Why don’t these animals 
experience stresses that 

break bones?
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Effective mechanical advantage (EMA)

Moments (cross-product of force vectors and moment arms) around joint must be balanced: 
external moments produced by the ground force are counteracted by muscle moments.

Fm x r = G x R EMA = r/R = G/Fm

Fm

With a straighter limb posture, lower joint moments and muscle forces are required to exert the same 
ground contact force

(Biewener 2005, JEB)
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Bigger animals accommodate for larger stresses by changing posture

(Biewener 1989, Science)
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How to measure EMA

EMA = r/R = G/Fm
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Determining moment arms and ground reaction forces
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Periodic motion & Resonance

Store mech E in elastic oscillations, via elastic structures, and recover that 
E only if the timing is right: resonant frequency ƒ

ƒ = √(κ/M)ƒ = (C/2Π)√(g/L)
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Changing pendulums for speed

ƒ α √(g/L)

Leg tuned for higher frequency 
with mass

centered close to the hip.
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Periodic motion & Resonance

ω = 2Πƒ = 1/T

Store mech E in elastic oscillations, via elastic structures, and recover that 
E only if the timing is right: resonant frequency ƒ

Thus, a small period driving force can maintain 
a large amplitude oscillation

P = F·U
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Ten d on s and  ligamen ts  act  as  s p rin gs

Bod y weigh t =  70 0N
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Wallaby leg

Ten d ons  as 
sp rin gs

Hor se leg
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Periodic motion & Resonance

ƒ = √(κ /M)

ω = 2Πƒ = 1/T

Store mech E in elastic oscillations, via elastic 
structures, and recover that E only if the timing is 
right: resonant frequency ƒ
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ƒ = √(κ/M)

Resonant 
frequency

Spring constant Mass

ƒ2 = (κ/M)

Mƒ2 = κ

M(M-.14)2 = κ

M0.7 = κ

�Slope  0.7

(Farley et al. 1993, JEB)

�Slope  -0.15

(Heglund & Taylor 1988, JEB)

Stiffness from:
Upright posture (EMA)

Neural control of muscles

Running like a spring: elastic energy storage

F = κ�x
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Saving energy (30-70%) with resonance: jellyfish bells modeled as a harmonically forced, 
damped oscillator (Demont & Gosline, 1988)
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Previous student project (p.220)

O2 consumption

Speed

Restrained walking: fixed step length

Unrestrained: Variable step length

P = F·U
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Runners adjust their leg stiffness to accommodate changes in surface stiffness, allowing them to 
maintain similar running mechanics on different surfaces 

U = 5 m/s

ƒ = √(κ /M)
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Basilisk lizard running on water
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Highlights for next week

Tuesday: Dan Dudek Thursday: John Gosline
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